Please join us Thursday mornings at 10:30 am in the ISR conference room, Kenny Cottle Rm. 202, on the BC Newton Campus. Light refreshments served prior to the talks.

**Fall 2019**

**September 26, 2019**
Greg Sloan, STScI  
*Organic Dust in the Interstellar Medium*

**October 10, 2019**
Vadym Paznukhov, BC/ISR  
*TID Climatologies in Antarctica and Europe Derived from HF and GNSS Observations*

**October 17, 2019**
Majd Mayyasi, BU/CSP  
*Unraveling Present-day Mysteries of Mars using its Ionosphere*

**October 24, 2019**
Sofia Moschou, CfA  
*Stellar CMEs: What Can We Learn from Historic Observations?*

**November 14, 2019 – 1 pm (NOTE SPECIAL TIME)**
Jeremy Shakun, BC/EES  
*Arctic permafrost stability over the past 1.5 million years inferred from cave deposits*

**November 21, 2019**
Shu Lai, BC/ISR  
*Principles and Applications of Retarding Potential Analyzers*

**December 5, 2019**
C. Carrano, P. Doherty, R. Pradipta, J. Retterer, & D. Webb, BC/ISR  
*AGU Previews*